
EAST EICMA MOTORCYCLE Agreement between East Market and Eicma, where vintage and two wheels meet  The 2017 edition of Eicma gets a new space dedicated to vintage and “special” motorbikes”: East Eicma Motorcycle. The Show breaks out of its boundaries and, as well as offering unforgettable emotions to the lovers of two wheels in the Exhibition pole of Rho, creates a setting with the flavour of bygone times in a former engineering factory from the Second World War. The location could only be that of the East Market, in the heart of the design district of Lambrate in Via Ventura 14 in Milan, which from 9th to 12th November will have an area wholly devoted to the vintage world on two wheels. The over 500 square metres will be the showcase for over 100 exhibitors, including excellent customizers, Italian and foreign who, together with manufacturers of accessories and independent customization artists, will be showcasing the best of the sector, all strictly in a vintage style. Conquering a place at East Eicma Motorcycle is not easy. Only special motorbikes, carefully selected by a committee chaired by Eicma, and a selection of the best exhibitors of East Market with posters, gadgets and many other articles focused on the legend of two wheels will be invited. East Eicma Motorcycle, which has left nothing to chance, has also selected the best exhibitors of clothes to enrich the event with items from the garage world. There will be plenty of stands where visitors can find leather jackets and gloves, helmets, sunglasses and all the clothes for trendy driving. It is a space open to all those who want to admire, and show the world of two wheels, real works of art. An annex of excellence for “special” motorbikes outside the Show but which is nevertheless an extension of it. A place of contamination between the past, the present and the future, capable of merging the vintage world with its version on two wheels, increasingly trendy today as never before.   Entrance is free of charge. East Eicma Motorcycle opens the doors on Thursday 9th November at 4.00 p.m. to close at 11.00 p.m., with the same opening hours on Friday, while at the weekend there is more time to wander around the stands. On Saturday and Sunday, opening is anticipated to 10.00 a.m., closing at 11.00 p.m. From 6.00 p.m., visitors will be accompanied as they go round the stands by an exceptional soundtrack curated by DJ Ringo of Virgin Radio.  The public will be able to stroll through the stands, sip a drink and sample specialities from all over the world at the East Market Diner, the food and beverage area in the market, run by the staff of East Market. The spirit of the event continues to be the one that has contributed to the fame of East Market, which every month attracts thousands of people from all over Italy to Lambrate to poke around, sell, buy or exchange. Inspired by the markets of East London, it has become a must for the new trends in fashion and design. In these four days, lovers of two wheels will be able not only to admire the products on display, but also buy them or exchange them directly at the stands.    


